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Axis and Way Systems

4.1 Waylube System

USE WAYLUBE TYPE Castrol Magna BD68, Shell Tonna 68V or Mobil
Vactra Oil #2.

The Positive Displacement Injection (PDI) lube system is a solenoid-
controlled pneumatic system. When the solenoid is activated, the pump
sends oil to the junction block assemblies, which may contain several
different size valves, at a pressure ratio of 5:1. The pump is activated for
10 seconds, within a four minute cycle, during which oil is distributed to
all of the valves on the junction block assemblies. When the solenoid is
deactivated, the oil flow stops and creates back pressure, which escapes
through a relief valve. When the pressure on the valve drops below 50 psi,
a spring inside the valve allows oil to be injected into the lines.

The CNC has direct control of the automatic lube system. The cycle is
activated by executing an axis motion in a CNC program, commanding an
axis move in MDI mode, or pressing the JOG key. Once activated, the CNC
monitors the oil level to ensure the reservoir is above the minimum level.
In addition, it shuts the oil system down if the machine sits idle longer
than one cycle of the lube system.

Frequently clogging filters indicate that the wrong waylube is being used.
Use Castrol Magna BD68, Shell Tonna 68V or Mobil Vactra Oil #2.

4.1.1 Checking 
Ways for Oil

1. Look under the head on the Z-axis ways for a thin film of oil
flowing down the column ways.

2. Look behind the rear y-axis chip tray to for oil on the base ways.

3. Remove either the left or right way cover on the table to check
for oil on the X-axis ways.
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4.1.2 Replacing 
Way Wipers

1. If the way wipers are damaged, they will need to be replaced.

2. Replace damaged way wipers with identical parts only.

4.1.3 Replacing 8 
and 10 Valve 
Assemblies

1. To ensure a valve assembly is replaced with the correct part, use
the valve assembly listed in the Fadal Parts Manual only. 

2. Loosen each line attached to the manifold. Remove the two
attaching bolts of the manifold. Remove the old manifold and
install the new manifold using the existing attaching bolts. Insert
each line and retighten. 

4.2 Waylube Pump

4.2.1 PDI Pump 
Assembly 
Replacement

1. Verify that the machine is in the cold start position.

2. Power off the machine and lock out the main disconnect.

3. Disconnect the air supply line from the machine.

4. Remove the air fitting from the solenoid.

5. Remove the oil lines and “Y” fitting from the filter element.

6. Disconnect the wiring to the solenoid and float switch.

7. Remove the PDI waylube pump assembly.

8. Install a new PDI waylube pump assembly and reattach the air
fitting, “Y” fitting, and oil lines.

9. Fill the oil reservoir with Mobil Vactra #2 or Castrol Magna BD 68
oil.

10. Connect the wiring to the float switch and solenoid using
insulated crimps.

11. Reconnect the air supply line.
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12. Manually activate the solenoid to fill the oil lines and filter
element assembly.

13. Check for oil and air leaks.

4.2.2 PDI Pump 
Electrical 
Components

The PDI electrical components consist of relays, fuses, float switch wiring,
and solenoid wiring.

1. The relay and fuse are located on the 1100-2 power distribution
board.

2. The float and solenoid wiring are located on the top of pump.

4.2.3 Filter Element 
Replacement

1. Disconnect the air supply line from the VMC.

2. Unscrew the filter element bowl and remove the filter.

3. Install a new filter in the bowl and reattach the filter element
assembly.

4. Reconnect the air supply line to the VMC.

5. Manually activate the solenoid to refill the filter element
assembly.

6. Check for oil and air leaks.

4.2.4 Procedure For 
Flushing Way Lube 
System

Flushing the way lube system is necessary when the incorrect waylube is
installed in the machine. Non-approved waylubes may contain paraffin
wax or silicone.

1. Replace the 10-port way lube junction block located at the left
side of the saddle.

2. Replace the external filter on the Bijur PDI way lube pump.

3. Remove the oil line between the way lube pump and the three
port junction T located near the pump mount.

4. Verify the flush pump air regulator is fully counterclockwise.
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5. Attach an air line to the flush pump.

CAUTION! Make sure the air regulator is closed.

6. Insert the 3/8" hose from the flush pump into a container of
grade A kerosene.

7. Slowly open the air regulator clockwise to start the flush pump.

8. Increase the air pressure; becareful that the output pressure does
not exceed 180 psi at the gauge. The pump ratio is 4:1. An input
air pressure of 45 psi will produce an output air pressure of 180 psi.

9. Enter a program that will exercise all axes to their limits. Start the
program running.

10. Maintain a constant flow of kerosene through the way lube
system.

11. If kerosene is found dripping down the column from
underneath the Z axis head, the manifold filters are probably
clogged. Replace the 8 port junction block located on the Z axis
head. Start over at step D.

12. Remove the 3/8" hose from the kerosene and place the hose in
a can of clean fresh waylube.

13. Slowly open the regulator clockwise on the flush pump. Pump
waylube through the lines until the system is well lubricated.

14. Stop the machine and return it to the COLD START position.

15. Turn the flush pump air regulator fully counterclockwise and
remove the air line.

16. Remove the flush pump and reattach the oil line from the Bijur
pump to the 3 port junction.
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4.3 GIB ADJUSTMENTS

IMPORTANT: DO NOT rush gib adjustments—they are critical! Do not
adjust any gibs unless it is verified that the machine is leveled
properly.

.

4.3.1 Table Gibs There are two gibs at the front of the table and from 4 to 6 Gib/Strap
assemblies on the underside of the table (depending on the VMC model,
see Figure 4-1). The following procedure covers adjustment of the front
table gibs. There are two front gibs--one on the left and one on the right.
This adjustment procedure is applicable for all VMC models.

1. Center the table at the X-axis cold start position. Attach a
magnetic base and indicator just below the gib, as shown in Figure
4-2, to be adjusted and set a zero reading.

Figure 4-1 Table gibs.

Table gibsTable strap

Gib adjuster screw
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2. Place a pry bar between the front table gib/strap assembly and
saddle.

3. With the pry bar, move the table forward so the solid rear way of
the table is up against the saddle. 

4. Zero the indicator.

5. Place the pry bar between the rear table gib/strap assembly and
the saddle. 

6. Gently, pry the table the opposite way.

7. The indicator reading is the adjustment that needs to be made.
A properly adjusted set of gibs will have front to back motion of
.0004”.

8. If the gib needs adjusting, there is a gib adjuster screw located at
the end of the gib. Turning this screw clockwise will loosen the gib
and turning it counter-clockwise will tighten the gib. 

9. Repeat the above steps until a .0004” indicator motion is
achieved. Then, perform the procedure over again for the gib at
the opposite end.

After both gibs have been completely adjusted, run the table to its
extremes at the plus and minus ends and then return the tabel back to
center. Then, repeat the above gib adjustment procedure for verification.

Figure 4-2 Magnetic base and indicator setup.
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4.3.2 Table Gib/
Strap Assembly

When adjusting gibs with shim stock, use extreme care to prevent ripping
the shim and leaving pieces of it between the gib and way surfaces.

There are gib/strap assemblies on the underside of the table at the front
and rear. Depending on the model of VMC there will be from one to three
gib/strap assemblies at the front and at the rear.

Adjust the gib/strap assembly as follows:

1. Jog the table in the X-axis to clear the cold start indicator.

2. Loosen the three hex head bolts. The slot for the bolt is tapered.
When the gib is moved, the head of the bolt may bind. Be sure that
the bolt is loosened enough to allow the gib to slide from left to
right. 

3. Slide the gib to the right to loosen--the gib must be loosened
first before it can be tightened. To move the gib use an open end
wrench on a hex head bolt and tap with a mallet. 

4. To adjust, slide the gib to the left (operator orientation is facing
the strap) until it contacts the underside of the saddle. Use finger
pressure to push the gib.

5. Make sure that each of the three hex head bolts are still loose
and not caught on the tapered slot. If the bolts were binding on
the slot, loosen and re adjust. 

6. Tighten the three hex head bolts. 

7. Repeat the above steps for the opposite table gib/strap
assembly. 
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4.3.3 Saddle Gibs There are two gibs to the right of the center base rail and two gib/strap

assemblies on the underside of the saddle. The following procedure covers
adjustment of the center saddle gibs only.  The following adjustments
apply to all VMC models. It may be necessary to remove the rear Y-axis
tray to adjust the saddle gibs.

1. Center the saddle to the Y-axis cold start position. Attach the
magnetic base and indicator to the saddle. Position the indicator as
shown in Figure 4-3. Set reading to zero.

2. Place a pry bar between the right saddle gib/strap assembly and
base.

3. With the pry bar, move the saddle so the solid way of the saddle
makes contact with the center base rail. 

4. Zero the indicator.

5. Place the pry bar between the left saddle gib/strap assembly and
base. 

6. Gently, pry the saddle the opposite way. 

7. The indicator reading specifies the amount that the gib should
adjusted. A properly adjusted set of gibs will have side to side
motion of .0004”.

8. If the gibs need adjusting, there is a gib adjuster screw located at
the end of each gib. Turning this screw clockwise will loosen the
gib and turning the screw counter-clockwise will tighten the gib. 

Figure 4-3 Setup of the indicator on the saddle.
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9. Repeat the above steps until .0004” indicator motion is
acheived, then adjust the gib at the opposite side (closest to
column) using the same adjustment procedure.

After the gib adjustments are complete, run the saddle to its extremes at
the plus and minus end and then back to center again. Then, repeat the
above gib adjustment procedure for verification.

4.3.4 Saddle Gib/
Strap Assembly

When adjusting gibs with shim stock, use extreme care to prevent ripping
the shim and leaving pieces of it between the gib and way surfaces.

There is one gib/strap assembly on the leftside of the saddle and one on
the right. Each gib/strap assembly has two gibs that requires adjustment.
Adjust the saddle gib/strap assembly as follows:

1. Loosen both the front and back gibs on the strap by turning the
gib adjuster screw clockwise. 

2. Insert a .001" shim about three to four inches between the gib
and the way. Place shims in both the front and rear at the same
time. 

3. Tighten the gib to pinch the shim between the gib and way by
turning the gib adjuster screw counterclockwise. Tighten enough
to prevent the shim from moving. 

4. Slowly turn the gib adjuster screw clockwise while pulling on the
shim. 

CAUTION! Shim stock is very sharp!

5. When the shim starts pulling out, stop turning the gib adjuster
screw and remove the shim completely. 

6. Turn the gib adjuster screw 3/4 turn counter-clockwise. 

7. Repeat the above steps for the front, rear, left, and right gibs.
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4.3.5 Head Gibs There are two gibs that ride between the column ways, one at the top and

one at the bottom (See Figure 4-4). There is also one gib/strap assembly
on the back of each column rail (the 3020 and 4525 have two gib/strap
assemblies on each way). 
.

1. Remove the Z axis head cover.

2. Center the Z axis head within its travel limits so it will be easy to
work on.

3. Attach a magnetic base and indicator to the column, as shown
in Figure 4-5.
.

Gib adjuster screw

Figure 4-4 Gib/Strap assemblies on spindle 
head.

Figure 4-5 Magnetic base and indicator mounting 
on spindle head.
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4. Using a pry bar between the left side of the head and Z-axis way,
move the head so the inside of the left way contacts the left
column way. 

5. Zero the indicator.

6. Place the pry bar between the right side of the head and Z-axis
way. 

7. Gently pry the head the opposite way. 

8. Make adjustments according to the indicator reading. A properly
adjusted set of Z-axis head gibs is .0002” to .0003” motion side to
side.

9. If the gibs need adjusting, there is a gib adjuster screw located at
the end of each gib. Turning this screw clockwise loosens the gib
and turning the screw counter-clockwise tightens the gib. 

10. Repeat the steps above until indicator motion is .0002” to
.0003”. Then, adjust the gib at the opposite end.

After both gib adjustments are complete, run the head to its extremes at
the plus and minus end and then back to center again. Then, repeat the
above gib adjustment procedure for verification.

4.3.6 Head Gib/
Strap Assembly

When adjusting gibs with shim stock, use extreme care to prevent ripping
the shim and leaving pieces of it between the gib and way surfaces.

There is one gib/strap assembly at the left and right side of the head. Each
gib/strap assembly has a top and bottom gib that requires adjusting.
Adjust the head gib/strap assembly as follows:

4.3.6.1 Top Gibs 1. Loosen all four gibs by turning the gib adjuster screws clockwise. 

2. Insert a .001" shim, approximately 3” to 4" long, between the
column and the Z-axis head, be sure the shim is in the center of the
way. Do the same for the left and right sides. 

3. Tighten the gib to pinch the shim between the head and way by
turning the gib adjuster screw counter-clockwise. Tighten enough
to prevent the shim from moving. 
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4. Slowly turn the gib adjuster screw clockwise while pulling on the
shim. 

CAUTION! Shim stock is very sharp!

5. When the shim starts to pulling out, stop turning the gib
adjuster screw and remove the shim completely. 

6. Do the same for the other side. 

7. Turn both gib adjuster screws one turn counter-clockwise after
the shims have been removed from the left and the right. 

4.3.6.2 Bottom 
Gibs

8. Insert a .001" shim about 3” to 4" long between the rear of the
column way and the bottom gib. Do the same for the left and right
sides. 

9. Tighten the gib to pinch the shim between the gib and way by
turning the gib adjuster screw counter-clockwise. Tighten enough
to prevent the shim from moving. 

10. Slowly turn the gib adjuster screw clockwise while pulling on
the shim. 

CAUTION! Shim stock is very sharp!

11. When the shim starts pulling out, stop turning the gib adjuster
screw and remove the shim completely. 

12. Do the same for the other side.

13. Turn both gib adjuster screws one turn counter-clockwise after
the shims have been removed from the left and the right sides. 
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4.4 AXIS LIMIT STOP, MECHANICAL

4.4.1 Y Axis 1. Position the saddle to its positive extreme.

2. Go to the rear of the column and locate the limit bar.
.

3. Tighten the adjustment nut until there is no play between the
belleville springs, but loose enough so the springs will rotate.

4. After adjusting use blue locktite on the nut.

5. Position the saddle to its negative extreme.

6. Go to the front of the column and locate the limit bar
.

7. Tighten the adjustment nut until there is .25 gap between the
belleville springs and the column. 

8. After adjusting use blue locktite on the nut.
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4.5 BACKLASH

For VMCs equipped with the PDI waylube pump, turn the power to the
pump off and on. JOG the axis, that is being inspected, a few inches back
and forth to ensure the ways of the machine are riding on a film of oil.

4.5.1 Backlash 
Parameter 
Description

Backlash parameter values allow the control to compensate for the
physical limitations of the ball screw when changing tool direction. Values
are entered in tenths (ten-thousandths of an inch). The control stores
three values for the X-axis and the Y-axis (at center, at negative limit, at
positive limit) and one value for each of the Z, A, and B axes (at center).

Note: Values are NOT stored for axes not installed on a given machine.

4.5.2 Entering 
Backlash Values

Backlash values are entered into the control using the BL command. The
format of the command is:

BL,a,b,c,d

where a = axis number (X=1, Y=2, Z=3, A=4, B=5)
b = compensation (in tenths) at center
c = compensation (in tenths) at negative limit (X and Y axes only)
d = compensation (in tenths) at positive limit (X and Y axes only)

Typing BL <ENTER>  (that is, without values) will display currently stored
values.

4.5.3 Determining 
Proper Backlash 
Values

There several methods for determining the correct value(s) of each axis.
The programmatic method described here is the most reliable.

The following is an example of a programmatic method for determining
the three backlash values for the X-axis. The same applies to Y-axis, just
substitute Y for X. For Z-axis replace Z values with X and X values with Z.
The value determined (i.e., center, negative limit, or positive limit) depends
on the tool location on the axis (see STEP 3).

1. Enter the cold start command   CS <ENTER>. After the cold start, DO
NOT return to the last home position.
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2. From the command mode, clear the current backlash values for the X
axis by typing
BL,1,0,0,0 <ENTER>

3. Place a surface indicator in a tool
holder and JOG the needle to Z-.1 and
X.1 from the X-positive side of a block in
the center of the table. The face of the
indicator should be toward the right side
(X-positive) side of the machine. From
the command mode, type SETH
<ENTER>.

4. Insert the following program into
memory:

N1 G91 G1 X-.1 F (See note below)
N2 G4 P66000
N3 Z.25 G5
N4 X-.1
N5 X.1
N6 Z-.25
N7 G4 P66000
N8 X.1

N9 M2

Note: For part programs requiring close tolerances, setting the feed rate
in line N1 to match the feed rate of the part program to be run will
maximize the accuracy of the backlash values.

5. Run the program in the following manner:

a. At line N2 the control will be in the waiting state. Adjust the dial
of the surface indicator to zero on the needle, then press <START>
to continue.

b. At line N7 the control will be in the waiting state. Read the
indicator dial to see how many tenths the needle is away from
zero.

c. Press <START> followed by <MANUAL> .

d. Enter the number determined in step b as the backlash value
(see ENTERING BACKLASH VALUES above).

Establishing a zero reading.
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e. Repeat steps a through c and verify that the indicator now reads
zero after step c. If not, adjust the backlash value entered in step d.
Continue this process until the indicator consistently reads zero
after step c.

6. Repeat step 4, placing the block at the negative limit of the X axis.
Repeat step 5 to determine the negative limit value.

7. Repeat step 4, placing the block at the positive limit of the X axis.
Repeat step 5 to determine the positive limit value.

Note: When entering the value for the negative limit, you MUST enter at
least a comma for the at-center value; when entering the value for the
positive limit, you MUST enter at least a comma for both the at-center
and the negative-limit values. For example, to set a value of 5 tenths
(.0005) for the negative limit of the Y axis without affecting the
current value for the center, type  BL,2,,5 <ENTER>   ; to set a value of
3 tenths (.0003) for the center and 2 tenths (.0002) for the positive
limit on the X axis without affecting the current value for the negative
limit, type  BL,1,3,,2 <ENTER>.

8. The home position was set with the indicator tip close to an edge.
Before continuing with other operations, we must reset the home
position.

1. From the command mode, type SETCS <ENTER>.

2. Type HO <ENTER> followed by <START>.

3. After the axes return to the cold start position, type SETH
<ENTER>.
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